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In the monthly graphs, the monthly variables are displayed as continuous lines, with no missing values, and quarterly GDP is displayed as a broken or dashed line, with missing intra-quarterly monthly values. Because each quarter's GDP is fully assigned to the third month of the quarter, GDP is treated as unobserved or missing in the first two intra-quarterly months of a quarter.
There are no missing values after the data are aggregated into quarterly form, so all displayed lines in the quarterly graphs are continuous. GDP is automatically in quarterly form. There are two ways, called "stock" and "flow," for aggregating monthly values to quarterly values. "Stock" means monthly values are skip sampled in the third month of each quarter, so that the value in the third month of a quarter becomes the quarterly value and the values in the first two months of the quarter are discarded. "Flow" means monthly values are aggregated into quarterly form by averaging the monthly values in a quarter. Also, monthly PRD is detrended and deseasonalized in two possible ways, called "AD filtered" and "AD/AMA filtered," to be discussed. Thus, the four ways considered for converting monthly-quarterly data to purelyquarterly data are called stock-AD-filtered, stock-AD/AMA-filtered, flow-AD-filtered, and flow-AD/AMA-filtered.
The variables are graphed in original and filtered forms. Henceforth, we use subscript t to denote months, e.g., PRD t means PRD in month t, and for now let L k denote the monthly lag operator applied k times in succession to a monthly variable, e.g., L
12 PRD t = PRD t−12 . We know that the annual differencing operator, defined for monthly time intervals as AD(L) = 1 -L 12 , is the product of a single monthly difference, MD(L) = 1 -L, times a single annual sum, AS(L) = 1 + L + . . . + L 11 , or AD(L) = MD(L)AS(L). Frequency analysis shows that multiplying a variable by MD(L) eliminates its linear deterministic (polynomial) and linear stochastic (unit-root autoregressive) trends and multiplying the variable by AS(L) eliminates its deterministic (harmonic) seasonality, although a variable can have additional stochastic seasonality which cannot be removed by AS(L). This appears to be the case with PRD t , which is discussed below. Figure 1 displays the four variables in original monthly form. We see that GDP t follows an upward trend with additional, relatively small, seasonal variations about the trend. PRD t also follows an upward trend, with relatively larger seasonal variations about the trend, plus more easily seen cyclical variations. CUR t and EXP t both display no apparent trends or seasonality, only cyclical variations. Because in original form the variables are compatible only as GDP t with PRD t and CUR t with EXP t , there is little hope of obtaining MLE of a VAR model of the four variables in original form, namely GDP t , PRD t , CUR t , and EXP t . Therefore, to obtain MLE of a VAR model of the four variables, we first linearly filtered GDP t and PRD t to eliminate their trends and seasonality, so that the resulting four variables display only cyclical variations and are compatible.
As seen in the figures, the main difference between monthly data versus quarterly data and quarterly-stock data versus quarterly-flow data is smoothness versus noisiness, where "noisiness" means unpredictable high-frequency random variation and "smoothness" means absence of noisiness. As expected, monthly data are noisier than quarterly data and quarterly-stock data are noisier than quarterly-flow data. We expect smoother data to produce better GDP forecasts. Summary table 8 shows that smoother quarterly data produce better long-term GDP forecasts than noisier monthly data, but that choosing stocks instead of flows or AD instead of AD/AMA filtering has insignificant effect on GDP forecast accuracy.
Transformation of Data
We filtered GDP t and PRD t , respectively, using the single quarterly difference,
, and MD(L), graphed the results, and visually determined that QD(L) and MD(L) remove trends from GDP t and PRD t . Because GDP t is observed only in the third month of a quarter, the shortest time interval over which it can be differenced to remove trend is the quarter. Then, in effect, we filtered QD(L)GDP t and MD(L)PRD t using AS(L). Actually, we restarted the filtering and directly annually differenced GDP t and PRD t using AD(L), which amounts to the same operation. Then, we graphed the results and visually determined that AD(L) removes trends and seasonality from GDP t and PRD t . Although we do not display the intermediate QD(L)-and MD(L)-filtered results, figure 2 displays the final monthly AD-filtered GDP t and PRD t , denoted AD(GDP t ) and AD(PRD t ), and the original unfiltered CUR t and EXP t . Because AD(GDP t ), AD(PRD t ), CUR t , and EXP t display only cyclical variations, in this mixed form the four variables are compatible and suitable for estimating a VAR model. AD filtered means GDP t and PRD t are filtered using only AD(L) and CUR t and EXP t are unfiltered. Initial model estimation resulted in PRD t residuals with a significantly negative autocorrelation coefficient at the annual lag, indicating AD(L) does not remove all seasonality from PRD t . Therefore, we extended AD(L) to an "airline model," with an additional estimated annual (seasonal) first-order moving-average term, to remove any remaining significant stochastic seasonality from PRD t . We denote airline-model filtered PRD t by AD/AMA(PRD t ), where AMA refers to annual moving average. The term "airline model" comes from Box and Jenkins [1] and is often the "default" model in a search for the best ARIMA seasonal-adjustment model.
We extended monthly AD(PRD t ) to monthly AD/AMA(PRD t ) as follows. We supposed AD(PRD t ) is generated by the seasonal-adjustment model AD( using quarterly stock data andθ = −.5041 using quarterly flow data. Both monthly and quarterly AD-filtered data comprise AD(GDP), AD (PRD), CUR, and EXP and monthly and quarterly AD/AMA-filtered data comprise AD(GDP), AD/AMA(PRD), CUR, and EXP. Because AD/AMA (PRD) is smoother than AD(PRD), as seen for example in the quarterly figures 4-9, we might expect more accurate GDP forecasts using AD/AMA(PRD). But, because this was not always the case, we did not further extend the AD/AMA model and filter to a more detailed seasonal-adjustment model and filter (cf., Flaig [4] ). Thus, present forecasting results indicate some seasonal adjustment is necessary to put all variables in compatible cyclical form in order to estimate a forecasting model, but table 8 shows that a more thorough seasonal adjustment does not necessarily improve short-or long-term forecasts. Of course, a government statistical agency responsible for producing seasonally-adjusted data is obliged to produce thoroughly adjusted data, whatever the consequences in subsequent applications.
Because log-form data are often more homogeneous (have more constant variances or homoskedasticity), hence, are often easier to fit, we also considered log-form data. Because non-missing original values of GDP t and PRD t values are positive, these variables were transformed directly to natural logs. However, because values of CUR t and EXP t are negative, zero, or positive fractions, they were indirectly transformed into logs as follows. For example, consider CUR t and suppose d t , u t , and i t denote the fractions of survey respondents who, respectively, said current business conditions declined, are unchanged, or improved. Then,
is well defined and can be considered the "log" of CUR t and similarly for EXP t .
Thus, we computed AD-filtered ln(GDP t ) and ln(PRD t ), as in the unlogged cases, and unfiltered ln(CUR t ) and ln(EXP t ). Resulting graphs of monthly, original and filtered, log-form data were very close to those in figures 1-3. Also, monthly model estimates were very similar, regardless whether the data were log transformed or not. Thus, we did not conduct further analysis with the log-form data.
Estimation of VAR Models
In principle, we searched for the best combination of monthly indicators for forecasting GDP (we now denote filtered GDP and PRD more simply as "GDP" and "PRD," without AD or AD/AMA). In practice, we restricted the search to three of seven possibilities: models of GDP, PRD, CUR, and EXP; models of GDP, PRD, and CUR; and, models of GDP and PRD. First, we dropped EXP because it is considered the less informative Ifo variable and is somewhat redundant statistically, given CUR. Then, we dropped CUR to see what difference using any Ifo variables makes in forecasting GDP. Finally, we kept PRD because it is often the first choice of a monthly indicator when forecasting GDP.
We aimed for "adequate" estimated VAR models, by which we mean the following. As usual, our ideal was models with minimum numbers of parameters and zero-mean, constant-variance, and independently-distributed residuals. For each of the three variable sets, we estimated unrestricted VAR(1) models, whose residuals showed significant serial correlations, and, then, estimated unrestricted VAR(2) models, whose residuals showed mostly insignificant correlations except for a few higher-lag correlations which could not be accounted for with lower-order VAR models. Thus, we accepted estimated VAR(2) models as adequately fitting the three sets of variables. In reaching this conclusion, we inspected graphs of residual own-and cross-serial correlations, evaluated p values of Ljung-Box Q statistics [6] and evaluated information criteria. Although Ljung-Box Q statistics were developed to test for significant residual own-serial correlations, we also used them to test for significant residual cross-serial correlations. We did not test for significance of individual estimated parameters or remove any.
For the eighteen final estimated VAR(2) models, in table 1 we report only R 2 e (the usual R-squared called "estimation R squared," which is distinguished in section 5 from R 2 f,h , called "forecasting R squared"). We do not report estimated parameters because, as usual in VAR models, they are very imprecise and, thus, provide little reliable information about feedbacks among variables. We also computed implied estimated AR characteristic roots which were all expectedly and firmly stationary. Although R 2 e does not account for degrees of freedom used in estimation, only pertains to individual variables, and does not pertain to complete estimated models, nevertheless, higher values of R 2 e are generally associated with more accurate GDP forecasts as seen by comparing table 1 with tables 2-8. We used "in sample" data from January 1970 to December 1993 to estimate models and "out of sample" data from January 1994 to December 2003 to produce and evaluate GDP forecasts.
We implemented the MLE using a FORTRAN 77 program, compiled the program using the Lahey-Fujitsu FORTRAN 95 complier version 5.6, and executed the program on a personal computer with a Pentium 4 central processor, running at about 2 gigahertz speed and controlled by the Windows XP operating system. Using a 10 −8 convergence criterion, estimating the largest models, with 4 variables and 42 parameters, took about 4000 iterations or less than 20 minutes from start to finish. We started all iterations by setting parameter values to .01. If iterations stalled (reached a point in parameter space where the likelihood function appeared flat in all directions so that no further moves were made, even though convergence was not achieved), we restarted them at the last parameter values. Sometimes we restarted the iterations several times before achieving convergence. Thus, the MLE was not automatic and needed intervention.
Evaluation of GDP Forecasts
For the GDP forecasts, we define normalized root mean squared forecast error for h-period-ahead forecasts as NRMSFE h = T t=1 e 2 t/h−h /T ÷ out-ofsample standard deviation of GDP, where e t|t−h = GDP t − GDP t|t−h = error of forecasting GDP t in period t − h, for out-of-sample periods t = 1, . . . T , missing values of e t|t−h are dropped from the summation, and T is reduced correspondingly. For every variable, we define estimation R-squared as the usual R 2 e = 1 − in-sample variance of a variable's residual in an estimated model ÷ in-sample variance of the variable and define forecasting R-squared as R
and, equivalently,
e , for h ≥ 1, suggest that the data generating process has changed not at all or insignificantly between the in-and out-ofsample periods, so that out-of-sample forecasts should be maximally accurate. Alternately, R 2 f,h << R 2 e and NRMSFE h >> 1 − R 2 e , for h ≥1, suggest that the data generating process has changed significantly between inand out-of-sample periods, where << and >> denote "much less than" and "much greater than". Second, an efficient forecast, which fully exploits available information, is orthogonal to its forecast error, so that R Tables 1-7 show that R 2 e is significantly greater than any R 2 f,h , which suggests that the data generating process of the German economy changed significantly after 1993. This is what we expect as a result of the immediate political and evolving economic unification of Germany in 1990. We produced nonrecursive forecasts based on fixed models estimated using fixed in-sample data. Recursive forecasts based on models reestimated using recursively updated Table 8 shows that monthly-long-term GDP forecasts are inefficient, certainly relative to quarterly-long-term GDP forecasts. Thus, we disregard these forecasts and further evaluate only the remaining three cases.
We can compare forecasts "internally" by comparing in-sample R 2 e and out-of-sample R 2 f,h based on the same estimated model of interest, or, we can compare forecasts "externally" by comparing out-of-sample R 2 f,h and NRMSFE h for the model of interest and competing "external" models. External comparisons are costly to the extent that competing models must be developed, although both comparisons should be made. For simplicity, we focus on internal comparisons and report external comparisons only in terms of Theil U statistics for essentially costless "naive" forecasts. By definition, Theil U = NRMSFE h of the forecast of interest ÷ NRMSFE h of the naive forecast, where the naive forecast is the last observed value of the variable of interest at least h periods ago Doan [3] . A Theil U value < 1 implies that the forecasts of interest are better than the naive forecasts. As hoped, this occurs in almost all cases in tables 2-7. Although we focus on NRMSFE h and R 2 f,h , conclusions based on Theil U would be the same.
We used the following test to determine whether using the Ifo variables, CUR and EXP, results in better monthly or quarterly GDP forecasts. In the undiscarded, monthly-short-term and quarterly, cases in table 8, we let ρ denote the total number of variables in the 50%-best-forecasting models divided by the total number of variables in the 50%-worst-forecasting models. Thus, .636 ≤ ρ ≤ 1.571; because using 2, 3, or 4 variables means using 0, 1, or 2 Ifo variables, higher values of ρ imply that using Ifo variables produces better GDP forecasts; and, if ρ is uniformly distributed, its bottom quartile spans [.636, .870], its middle quartiles span [.870, 1.338], and its top quartile spans [1.338, 1.571]. Thus, if ρ is in the lowest quartile, the middle quartiles, or the highest quartile, we conclude, respectively, that using Ifo variables significantly reduces, insignificantly changes, or significantly improves GDPforecast accuracy.
We used analogous tests to determine which filtering and aggregation methods produced better GDP forecasts. We assigned 0 to AD filtering, 1 to AD/AMA filtering, 0 to stock aggregation, and 1 to flow aggregation (analogous tests follow from reverse assignments). For each classification, we let ϕ denote the sum of the numerical values in the 50%-best-forecasting models divided by 3 in monthly cases or divided by 6 in quarterly cases. Then, 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1 and, if ϕ is uniformly distributed, its bottom quartile spans [0.0, .25], its middle quartiles span [.25, ,75], and its top quartile spans [.75, 1.0]. Thus, for a particular classification, if ϕ is in the lowest quartile, the middle quartile, or the highest quartile, we conclude, respectively, that choosing the zero option significantly improves GDP forecasting accuracy, choosing either option insignificantly affects GDP forecasting accuracy, and choosing the unit option significantly improves GDP forecasting accuracy.
Recall that we are forecasting AD-filtered GDP. We could transform the forecasts of filtered GDP back to the original form of GDP by unnormalizing the forecasts using the standard deviation and mean of filtered GDP and undifferencing the result. Frequently, the backtransformed original-form forecasts are more accurate, because the restored trends and seasonalities are purely deterministic, hence, perfectly predictable.
Conclusions
NRMSFE h and R 2 f,h of the filtered GDP forecasts in tables 2-7 are summarized in table 8 and imply the following six general conclusions.
1. Monthly GDP forecasts are feasible. Estimating a monthly VAR model of quarterly-observed German GDP and monthly-observed indicators of the German economy, using Kalman-filtering-based MLE to produce monthly GDP forecasts, is feasible only if the variables are in compatible cyclical form and not too many parameters are estimated. We estimated unrestricted VAR(2) models of 2-4 variables, with 15-42 parameters, using 408 monthly and 96 quarterly in-sample periods. Estimating monthly models using monthly-quarterly data seems essential for producing accurate monthly GDP forecasts, especially short-term forecasts, because, even though we can transform quarterly models estimated with purely-quarterly data into monthly models, generally, such transformed models are not expected to produce accurate monthly forecasts.
2. Monthly models produce better short-term GDP forecasts. Monthly models 1-3 produce better short-term GDP forecasts (1-3 months ahead) than the best quarterly-short-term GDP forecasts (1 quarter ahead) produced by model 14. Both monthly-and quarterly-short-term GDP forecasts are not inefficient (NRMSFE h < 1). The greater accuracy of the monthlyshort-term GDP forecasts should provide sufficient motivation for estimating monthly models, using quarterly-observed GDP and monthly-observed indicators, for producing monthly-short-term GDP forecasts.
3. Quarterly models produce better long-term GDP forecasts. Every monthly model produced inefficient monthly-long-term GDP forecasts (average NRMSFE h of 1-24 months ahead > 1) which should be disregarded. Every quarterly model produced not inefficient, hence, at least tentatively acceptable, quarterly long-term GDP forecasts (average NRMSFE h of 1-8 quarters ahead < 1).
4. Ifo variables improve long-term GDP forecasts. After disregarding monthly-long-term GDP forecasts, we have monthly-short-term, quarterlyshort-term, and quarterly-long-term cases in table 8. In these cases, ρ is, respectively, 1.125, 1.400, and 1.118, which implies that using the Ifo variables insignificantly improves monthly-short-term or quarterly-long-term GDP forecasts, but significantly improves quarterly-short-term GDP forecasts (use of ρ is explained in section 5).
5. Aggregation and filtering choices insignificantly affect GDP forecasts. In the monthly-short-term case in table 8, the filtering ϕ = 0, which implies that AD filtering produces significantly better GDP forecasts, and the aggregation ϕ is irrelevant. In the quarterly cases, the aggregation ϕ = .500 and .667, and the filtering ϕ = .500 and .333, which implies that how we aggregate or filter has no significant effect on GDP forecasts (use of ϕ is explained in section 5). Thus, choosing AD filtering makes a difference -improves GDP forecasts -only in the monthly-short-term case.
6. Extensions to mixed-frequency forecasting with larger models. We might want to estimate larger models, with more variables and more parameters, but the present experience suggests that the present models are at the limit of what MLE can handle, especially with mixed-frequency data. To estimate larger models with mixed-frequency data, we should not use MLE, but should use a noniterative finite-step estimation method. For example, Chen and Zadrozny [2] developed and illustrated the extended Yule-Walker (XYW) method, a linear 2-step GMM method (Hansen [5] ) for estimating a VAR model with mixed-frequency data. Being linear and 2-step, the XYW method can be implemented automatically and should be able to handle much larger models than MLE can handle. Mittnik [7] , [8] , [9] developed and illustrated a linear 2-step method for estimating a state-space model with singlefrequency data and using the estimated model for forecasting. Extending this method to mixed-frequency data could be more attractive, because, although the two methods have comparable numerical properties, state-space models are more general. Often, a low-dimensional state-space model can fit data well, which even a many-lag VAR model cannot. 
